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To Peter
who knows it all already



Preface

My aim in this volume is to provide a short, accurate and readable guide to
the works of Greek and Latin literature which have generally been found
most important and interesting. In addition, I have tried to say something
about a number of works which have either been only recently discovered
or for other reasons have been undervalued in earlier criticism. The chrono-
logical limits are from approximately 750 BC to AD 400, from the emergence
of literacy in Greece to the decline of the Western Empire, from Homer to
Augustine.

There are many histories of classical literature, some of them encyclo-
paedic and unreadable, or at least unread. Two points (other than brevity)
make this book unusual. First, there are several good one-author accounts
of Greek literature, and likewise of Latin; there are also several large
histories of both with chapters by multiple authors. I know of no other
book by a single author which attempts to survey the whole field, both
Greek and Latin. Second, the arrangement of the book is not straightfor-
wardly chronological, but generic and thematic: in each chapter a particular
area of literature is surveyed, with discussion of both Greek and Roman
examples. This book aims at a synoptic view, while also trying to make it
easier to see the wood surrounding the trees.

There are obvious objections to this project. One is to declare that the
book is simply too short to do the job. This may be true, but it is a
complaint that can be made about any work of this kind, of whatever
length: there will always be more to say and other passages to quote. I have
judged it more important to produce a book which the reader has a realistic
chance of reading end to end. Second, the author’s competence may be
questioned. One of the shorter histories of Greek literature, by Gilbert
Murray (1897), contains a preface that opens with the words: ‘To read and
re-read the scanty remains now left to us of the Literature of Ancient
Greece, is a pleasant and not a laborious task.’ This book was published



when the author was 31. A much older scholar, it is reported, scrawled in
the margin of his copy ‘Insolent puppy!’1 Puppy or prodigy, Murray obviously
wrote the book he wanted to write, and I have done the same, though
without claiming to be a scholar of his stature. This is a partial, subjective and
highly selective survey. A third objection would be that the arrangement is
unhelpful, and that I should have stuck to a more orthodox chronological
sequence. But although chronological discussion may be valuable for some
purposes, I have concluded that this more experimental ordering has advant-
ages for my own purposes, and that it is (for example) more helpful to move
from Euripides to Menander to Plautus and Terence in the same chapter
rather than having to look back over a bulky section on diverse genres of
the Hellenistic period. It is true that this does mean that discussion of (say)
Horace is spread across several different chapters. This does not seem to me
a serious difficulty when a book has an index; and chronological arrange-
ment carries its own problems. Indeed, there are many important works of
classical literature that are of uncertain date, sometimes within a range of
years, sometimes even within a given century. Horace’s Ars Poetica is
probably a late work, but nobody can prove it. Five of Sophocles’ seven
plays cannot be dated within his long career; experts dispute whether the
lyric poet Corinna belongs in the fifth or the third century.

A fourth objection might be to the whole notion of literary history as an
attempt to impose structure on an ocean or a quagmire. However, while
I have taken account of the cautionary words of David Perkins in his
stimulating Is Literary History Possible? (1992), I hope that the form chosen
for the present volume avoids some of the more obvious traps. Readers will
find little about ‘periods’ or ‘movements’ or ‘circles’. We must always
remember how much classical literature we have lost: we have, for instance,
massive amounts of prose from the fourth century BC but virtually no verse
(making it hard to assess the originality of the poets of the third century).
We possess no complete epic between Homer and Apollonius. We have no
early Latin tragedy and no late Latin comedy. Key figures such as Archilochus
and Simonides, Ennius and Gallus survive only in scrappy fragments. The
reader should supply in most sentences the tediously cautious phrase ‘in the
present state of our evidence’. I have avoided endless repetition of ‘possibly’
and ‘perhaps’, but I believe that most of the sentences in this book are at
least more likely to be true than their opposites (including this one). The
notes, which are intended mainly for students or scholars, give access to
works which will help those wishing to test my assertions to find the evid-
ence on which they are based.

Literary history has been compared with aerial photography: one sees the
geographical contours, but not the detail. In this age of satellite cameras we
may perhaps be bolder, and I have done my best to include a fair number of
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quotations, though fewer and shorter than I would have wished because of
the limitations of space. I hope at least that they may whet the appetite
of the reader to track down these authors in anthologies or complete versions.
Translations are usually my own unless otherwise stated.

The scope of the book is restricted to classical literature. It is not
a history of the ancient world, or of classical scholarship, or of the transmis-
sion or reception of ancient literature, though all of these are adjacent and
indispensably relevant topics (a few words on these topics, intended only
to provide the most basic framework, are included in the Introduction).
Philosophy and religion figure where they are embodied in literary form:
hence Plato bulks large but Aristotle is marginal. Politics play a small role,
political theory still smaller, while art, architecture and archaeology do not
appear. None of this is to deny the fascination and the importance of all
these disciplines.

In the spelling of ancient names, a matter which evidently excites many
people more than it does me, I have followed the formations which seem
to me most natural in modern English, in the conviction that readers
unfamiliar with the ancient languages are not helped by such spellings as
Akhilleus for Achilles.

As for the intended audience of this book: scholars will find little that is
new in it, though they may be glad to be reminded of certain points. I shall
be very pleased if undergraduate and graduate students find it helpful. But
my chief hope is that it may lead the non-classical reader, or simply the
reader, to discover how much there is that still lives and delights and
provokes in the literature of the ancient world, so often misrepresented as
dead or dry-as-dust. I have done my best to give at least a glimpse of what
these authors have to offer.

A further word is perhaps necessary about the term ‘classical’, which
appears in the title. My use of it to cover the authors who fall within this
fairly extensive period follows fairly common usage today. Many older works
use ‘classical’ in a more restricted sense and with strongly evaluative implica-
tions: the ‘classical’ authors are the best ones, those who most deserve to
be read. The term derives from the Latin word classis, which originally
designated one of the divisions of the people of Rome into six classes for
taxation, that is, on the basis of their wealth. Citizens of the first class were
called classici. Cicero uses the term metaphorically, in ranking philosophers;
Gellius a century later uses it in a literary context; Pope appears to have
introduced it into English. For many the whole concept of ‘classics’ is long
discredited. In an egalitarian age any elite, even of writers, seems suspect.
Modern critics are hostile to the very idea of a canon of ‘great books’,
whatever the criteria for choosing them. Moreover, we no longer assume
that Greek and Latin literature or civilization have a special status, above
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all else and immune from adverse criticism. Even if all these points are
accepted, however, it does not follow that the literature of Greece and
Rome should be seen as irrelevant or out-of-date. Obviously there is much
that is strange to us, and some things that are objectionable, in classical
literature, but that is not a reason for ceasing to study it. This book, in
other words, assumes that the reader is willing to give classical literature a
chance to prove its continuing worth.

One of the objections that will immediately strike the reader is the fact
that almost all the authors discussed are men. Of course this is regrettable,
but there is no getting round the evidence. Only a tiny proportion of what
survives comes from female writers; how many female readers there were is
an important question, but virtually impossible to answer. Hence in speak-
ing of authors in an ancient context I have normally used the masculine
pronoun, despite modern convention.

In a work of this kind it is inevitable that there will be errors, but they
would have been more numerous without the help of many friends. The
project was originally proposed to me by Al Bertrand, who has encouraged
my work at all stages with good humour and intelligence, as well as
showing a generous tolerance of the gradual expansion of the original scale
of the book. No one could have been a more supportive and tactful editor.
Initiated in 2000, the work was completed during a sabbatical year (2002–
3): I am deeply grateful to my college, Christ Church, for granting me this
leave, and to Dirk Obbink and Bruno Currie for shouldering my burdens
during that time. My warmest thanks go to two colleagues who have read
the whole book in draft, Peter Brown and Robert Parker: their painstaking
comments drew my attention to many important new points. They have
also done much to remove factual errors, expel ambiguities, and chasten my
prose style. Catherine Whistler has, as always, given constant moral support
as well as taking a keen interest in the content of the book. I owe much also
to those who have commented on specific chapters: Kathleen Coleman,
Bruno Currie, Belinda Jack, Chris and Margaret Pelling, Nancy Rutherford,
Jacqueline Thalmann, and Carolinne White. The text was copy-edited by
Helen Gray, whose meticulous work did much to clarify a complex type-
script. I alone am responsible for all surviving blemishes. Others who have
advised me on bibliography and the like will, I hope, accept a general
expression of thanks. I am also aware of a long-standing and continuing
debt to many colleagues in Oxford and elsewhere, who through their pub-
lications and the stimulus of their conversations have made me see things
afresh or admire a work more. At a time when government and administrat-
ive bodies seem to do little but place obstacles in the way of research, it is
all the more important to acknowledge the unselfish generosity of countless
individual scholars.
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This quality of scholarly generosity of spirit has been evident in Peter
Parsons throughout his academic career, and I count myself fortunate
indeed to have had him as a friend and colleague for over twenty years. In
the year of his retirement it gives me special pleasure to dedicate this book
to him with much admiration and affection.

RBR
October 2003
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INTRODUCTION 1

Introduction

In this introduction I deal with three topics. First, I give a brief outline of
the history of ancient Greece and Rome, to help the reader see the literature
of these societies against the background of political developments; second,
I discuss the important topic of genre; third, I summarize some of the
problems that arise from the way in which these texts have come down to
us over the centuries.

I

The time span of this book extends from the late eighth century BC to the
early fifth century AD, a period of some 1,100 years. In the study of ancient
literature and history, as in most study of past times, it is conventional to
speak of certain subdivisions or ‘periods’ of both literary history and socio-
political history: thus in English literature we refer to the Romantic move-
ment, the Victorian age, and so on. In Greek history a common modern
division is into the archaic period (up to the end of the sixth century BC),
the classical period (from about 500 BC to the death of Alexander), and the
Hellenistic age (from Alexander to the beginning of the Roman Empire); in
Roman history, the obvious division is between the Republic and the
Empire, and lesser subdivisions also reflect political change, for instance the
Augustan age, the Julio-Claudian or Flavian periods, the ‘High’ and ‘Low’
Empire. Such divisions are convenient, but can often be misleading. In
literary history, one division which, for all its popularity, has hampered
criticism in the past is between the so-called golden and silver eras of Latin
literature. The metaphor of metals, as in Hesiod’s myth of ages, reflects
an evaluative judgement, a traditional assumption that Cicero and Virgil
belong to a golden age of literature, while Lucan and Tacitus do not. All
period-divisions of this kind are suspect, for there are many writers who



2 INTRODUCTION

bridge the divisions, many kinds of literature that are not affected by polit-
ical change, and many aspects of the arts which are more fruitfully examined
in a long perspective. However, it is obvious that literary forms do not
remain static over a period of centuries, and some attempt to define phases
in literary history is inevitable; what matters is that we should remain aware
of their partial validity and artificial construction.

Greek literature begins for us with Homer and Hesiod, authors of extensive
poetic works dealing mainly with myths of man and god. The chronology is
murky, but we are probably dealing with compositions from around 720–
680 BC. At this date the Greeks had already begun to travel more widely.
They inhabited not only the mainland region we still call Greece but Asia
Minor, and were also settling permanently all around the Mediterranean:
‘colonies’ soon existed in Sicily, South Italy, North Africa and the Black
Sea. What most strikes the modern reader, especially in contrast with Rome,
is the separation of Greeks into independent political units: the polis (plural
poleis), the small city-state, was tiny by modern standards, but throughout
their history the Greeks resisted unification into larger leagues or kingdoms.

Greek travellers and traders regularly encountered the large monarchies
of Egypt, Lydia and later Persia. Contact with the Near East not only
fertilized the mythic imagination but gave the Greeks access to more pros-
perous cultures and (very importantly) an alphabet. The Homeric poems
were preserved because someone, probably in the seventh century, thought
them important enough to write down. After Homer and Hesiod there is a
large gap of time before we reach the next writers to survive in bulk, namely
Pindar and Aeschylus in the fifth centuries. In between we have the tantaliz-
ing remains of lyric poetry, composed by poets of scattered date and origin
– Archilochus from Paros, Alcaeus and Sappho from Lesbos, others from
other Greek islands, from Rhegium in Italy, from Ephesus and Smyrna in
Asia Minor. Continuous historical narrative has to be reconstructed from
later accounts, making detailed study of most poleis an impossibility. The
exceptions tend to be those which were politically or culturally important,
or both, so that in later times readers wanted to know about these places
and authors were able to supply the information. Hence the bulk of our
evidence concerns Athens and Sparta: in particular, they figure prominently
in the History of Herodotus.

The authors of 1066 and All That concluded that in English history only
two dates were truly memorable. In describing the classical world I shall
allow myself five (emboldened in what follows to distinguish them from
other dates mentioned more in passing). The first is 479 BC, the conclusion
of the Persian King Xerxes’ unsuccessful invasion of Greece (following up
the earlier attempt by his father Darius). The paradoxical success of the
Greeks in repelling the far larger forces of the Persians was a key moment
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in their development: not only did it seem to vindicate their own way of
life, one of freedom and self-sufficiency as opposed to enslavement to
a monarch, but it also stimulated their cultural self-confidence. The rest of
the century is the heyday of Athens, which eventually assumed leadership of
an anti-Persian alliance, one that gradually developed into an empire run in
Athens’ own interests. Athenian literature of the fifth century included the
great tragedies and comedies; many other writers and thinkers (including
Herodotus) were drawn to Athens because of her wealth and power.
Socrates talked and taught there, visiting sophists such as Gorgias per-
formed there. This was also the period of the radical democracy, which
made Athens famous for its constitutional structures as well as for its literary
achievement. In the end Athens fought a long war against Sparta and her
allies rather than be deprived of her empire; defeated, she lost it anyway.
Thucydides (writing from 431 onwards) chronicled the conflict in a work
which became a paradigm of political and military history. In the fourth
century our evidence shifts from verse to prose: instead of tragedy and comedy,
oratory and philosophy become especially important. Plato and Aristotle
taught in Athens, though the former grew steadily more disillusioned with
his city, and the latter (not a native Athenian) migrated to Macedonia,
where he gave instruction to the young Prince Alexander.

Political independence ended for the Greek states when Philip II of
Macedon, Alexander’s father, conquered their armies at the battle of
Chaeronea: the orator Demosthenes’ long efforts to nurture resistance to
Philip ended in disaster. From that time on Greece was dependent on the
will of larger and far more powerful states, first Macedon and ultimately
Rome. But Greek horizons were now hugely expanded. The conquests of
Alexander, extending as far as the northern regions of India, created with
astonishing speed an empire larger than that of Persia, but he seems to have
given little thought to the preservation of his conquests, and after his death
in 323 (my second memorable date) they became the object of jealous
conflict among his heirs and generals. Alexander’s death marks the start of
the Hellenistic age (so-called because of the theory that he and his succes-
sors ‘Hellenized’ or educated their conquered peoples into civilized Greek
ways, a proposition now viewed as neither factually nor politically correct).
One of the more notable effects of Greek expansion was the development
of a more universal form of the Greek language, the so-called koine or
‘common speech’: the various regional dialects became less important for
literature, though sometimes utilized for recherché effect. A persistent
counter-tendency to ignore the koine and mimic the old Attic classics even
in vocabulary and syntax reached its height in the second century AD.

Alexander’s empire eventually split into three vast kingdoms, Macedonia
itself, the Seleucid empire (Asia and the East) and the Ptolemaic kingdom
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(Egypt), the last two being named after two of Alexander’s marshals. Greece
itself became a political backwater, though Athens long retained its intellectual
glamour as a university city. In due course Romans such as Cicero and the
poet Horace would go there for education, especially in philosophy. But other
major centres of culture now emerged, especially Alexandria, the capital of
Egypt, where under royal patronage major poets composed in old genres
and new (Apollonius in epic, Theocritus in short and exquisite poems on
country life, Herodas in deliberately coarse verse on city lowlife). Minor
poets above all cultivated the epigram. Prose flourished too, including much
scientific and speculative writing: Alexandria with its great library was a
centre of learning. The scholar-poet Callimachus, who had a powerful influ-
ence on Roman literature, supremely merged poetry and arcane learning.

Inevitably we think that Greece comes first, then Rome. This is true in
terms of literature but entirely false if we think of history. One traditional
date for the ‘beginnings’ of Greek history is the supposed date of the first
Olympic Games, 776 BC; this is little more than 20 years away from the
legendary foundation date for Rome, 753 BC. More substantially, Greeks
had been resident in parts of Sicily and Italy since at least 700; Aristotle and
others knew about Rome. More militaristic than the Greeks, the Romans
determinedly extended their domain throughout Italy, then to Sardinia,
Sicily and beyond. Firm discipline and organization, strong, sometimes ruth-
less leadership, and a refusal to accept defeat, eventually made theirs one of
the most formidable empires in history. Their attitude to the Greeks and
their culture was always complex: on the one hand Quintilian could claim
that ‘the Greeks excel in teaching, but the Romans in examples of doing –
and that is greater’. On the other hand, Horace memorably commented
that ‘vanquished Greece captivated her savage conqueror’ – that is, Romans
succumbed to the spell of Greek culture.1 The earliest major figure known
to us is Livius Andronicus, who may have been part-Greek and who
translated the Odyssey into Latin, wrote both comedies and tragedies on
Greek mythic themes, and transplanted a number of Greek metres. But our
first complete works in Latin, the comedies of Plautus, do not much pre-
date 200 BC, by which time virtually all the most famous Greek writers were
dead. Roman literature is strongly indebted to Greek, yet is never merely
imitative.

As for politics, Rome increasingly showed interest in the nations to the
East and by the second century BC was expanding her conquests across the
Mediterranean. The kingdoms established by Alexander’s successors were
gradually overthrown. Rome’s conquest (‘liberation’) of Greece, together
with her other achievements from 220–146, were chronicled by the Greek
historian Polybius, the first of a long line of Greek writers who came to
Rome and celebrated or at least sought to record, explain or justify her
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successes. The last of the Hellenistic kingdoms, Egypt, fell to Rome with the
defeat of Mark Antony and Cleopatra (a descendant of Ptolemy) in 31 BC.
This is our third key date, marking not only the end of the Hellenistic era
but the beginning of the Roman empire, with the ascendancy of Octavian,
shortly to take the solemn title of Augustus. His establishment of one-man
dynastic rule changed the nature of Roman politics, after an eventful
half-century dominated by civil wars (the period which witnessed the careers
of Caesar and Cicero, the poetry of Lucretius and Catullus, and the early
works of Virgil and Horace). The ‘Augustan’ era (31 BC to AD 14) was
distinguished by some of the most gifted writers Rome ever produced,
especially Virgil, Horace, Propertius, Tibullus and Livy. Ovid, a younger
author, straddled the reigns of Augustus and Tiberius; exile was the
punishment for his subversively frivolous poetry. The last years of Augustus
saw not only exiled writers but burning of books. Autocracy was on the
increase.

The Republic was never restored, despite emperors’ proclamations and
the efforts of conspirators. Much literature of the first century AD is over-
shadowed by the expectations of the emperor and the fears of the authors.
Writers could be executed for their politics (Lucan, Seneca), and it is hardly
fair for us to condemn some of them for playing it safe (Pliny, Martial).
Imperial literature of this period often has a dark and sinister flavour (Seneca’s
tragedies, Lucan’s and Statius’ epic, Juvenal’s satires); philosophy emphasizes
personal morality and the need to preserve the inner integrity of the indi-
vidual (Seneca, Epictetus); the historical works of Tacitus, with their damning
presentation of royal family, court and senate, are the high empire’s most
lasting memorial. Yet in many ways the stability of the empire improved
government and even benefited the citizens: our perspective is skewed because
so much of the Latin literature of this period comes from the disenchanted
aristocratic class.

Bad emperors could not go on forever. The period from Nerva’s
accession to the death of Marcus Aurelius was famously singled out by
Gibbon as a time of supreme human prosperity. Roman literature becomes
less viciously intense and more refined: archaism becomes the fashion, led
by the Emperor Hadrian. Greece re-enters the picture with a change in
the balance of our evidence in the second century, from which the most
attractive figures are the moralist-biographer Plutarch, and Lucian, the
immortal writer of satiric dialogues, essays and fantasies. Though politically
powerless, the Greeks had not lost their capacity to devise new genres and
pour old wine into new bottles.

Modern studies of later antiquity are naturally much concerned with the
rise of Christianity. Its gradual encroachment on the literature of the pagan
world makes a fascinating study: we see both antagonism and interaction.
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Pagan thinkers sometimes dismiss the new faith as trivial, but are in due
course obliged to argue in detail against it, only to be countered by more
skilful polemicists (Origen against Celsus). Christians sometimes reject all
pagan culture, but sometimes present Christian beliefs in attractively clas-
sical dress (Minucius Felix). By any standards a key date (the fourth in our
series) is the adoption of the Christian faith by the Emperor Constantine, who
then gave it his endorsement throughout the empire (AD 312). It would
be exaggerating to claim that henceforth paganism was on the defensive,
but there was now no doubt that Christianity would survive and prosper.
Julian the Apostate’s attempt to turn the clock back came too late, even if
he had not swiftly died on campaign.

Late antiquity sees the split of the Roman empire into two halves. By the
fourth century Rome had lost its prominence in the West, and emperors
often ruled from Milan or Trier. In the East power was firmly established
in Constantinople (formerly known as Byzantium, but established as a new
capital by Constantine). The business of ruling, defending and administer-
ing the empire had become too vast. But the potential for a complete
division was accelerated when invaders from northern Europe assailed the
frontiers of Italy over the period from the late fourth century to the end of
the fifth. The sack of Rome by the Visigoths in AD 410 (the last of my five
key years) has a claim to be the end of the classical era: this was the first
time that foreign invaders had taken Rome in more than 800 years. This
sack stimulated the writing of Augustine’s late masterpiece, The City of God,
a meditation on the transience of the worldly city in contrast with the
kingdom of heaven. Rome did not fall in a day: there were further emperors
of the West after 410, and classical culture lived on in the Eastern empire,
but Augustine’s enormous epitaph on Rome provides a terminus to the
present book.

II

In the chapters which follow we will be surveying a very wide range of
different kinds of literature, in both poetry and prose. The term genre
means just that – a kind, a genus or type. It is indeed obvious that literature
falls into different types or categories: even today, we distinguish between
poetry and prose, sometimes separating drama as a third category, and
further subdivisions are possible, for instance between tragedy and comedy,
or novel and short-story. Other categorizations depend on strictly formal
features: most of us can identify a sonnet or a limerick by the arrangement
of rhymes and lines. In the ancient world genre-distinctions were numerous.
They were made on various principles: a genre might be characterized by
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its metre, its typical subject matter, the occasion with which it was associ-
ated, and its stylistic level. In practice these were usually correlated: thus
the typical epic would be composed in hexameter verse, would describe the
deeds of a hero or heroes, often belonging to the mythical age, might be
recited at a festival or some other formal event, and would be phrased in an
elevated poetic style, remote from everyday speech, as suited the dignified
subject.

Some but not all of the genres identified by modern critics were also
recognized by the ancient writers themselves. The terms tragedy and com-
edy, for example, are already in use in the age of Sophocles and Aristophanes.
Lyric, elegy, epigram and other terms are all derived from Greek words,
though their nuances have altered. Similarly Herodotus used the term historia
in his opening paragraph, though referring to the process of inquiry: we
may doubt whether he had a fully developed concept of his genre. Other
generic terms are of later origin: there is for instance no ancient word for
‘novel’. Also, some of the forms which we would regard as distinct were not
regularly segregated by ancient critics: epic could embrace the didactic
poetry of Hesiod and others, and perhaps even the hexameter poetry of
Theocritus, as a result of a classification based on metre, when we might see
differences of subject matter as more significant. However, the fact that the
ancient critics lacked a fixed term for pastoral poetry does not mean that
they were unable to see that some of Theocritus’ poems about shepherds
had a clear family resemblance. Propertius and Tibullus could write amatory
poems in imitation of Gallus without distinguishing the subclass of love
elegy from the larger category of elegy as a whole. In the same way, we
learn to swim, wrestle, or make love without necessarily knowing all the
technical terms. Writers could compose grammatical sentences long before
the terminology of tenses and participles had been codified.

Terminology matters less than mind-set. In ancient times authors were
much more aware of literary forms and conventions than they are today.
Whereas nowadays a writer may sit down intending to write a poem on a
specific topic, in antiquity writers thought more in terms of composing in a
particular genre. In earlier times they might also be composing for a specific
occasion, religious or celebratory or convivial. Already in Homer we find
references to other literary forms: the wedding song, or the paean, a type of
hymn in praise of Apollo. Precedent and tradition provided inspiration and
promptings, a framework within which the poet found his individual voice.
Often a poet might be the pupil of his predecessor; in any case, he would
learn by heart and study closely older poets’ work. The interest in tradition
is demonstrated by the special importance attached to the founder or
originator of each genre – Homer for epic, Archilochus for iambic, and so
on; but as time went on similar prestige would be attached to later writers
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who acquired classic status. It was common practice to imitate, quote from
or echo the words of one’s predecessors: often the author would choose a
particularly famous passage for emulation. Thus conventions develop in
each genre: besides the regular correlation of subject and metre, there are
certain subsidiary features which become typical – the epic simile, for exam-
ple, or the messenger’s speech in tragedy. These recurring typical features
are sometimes referred to as topoi, a Greek term meaning commonplaces.
They form part of the poetic stock in-trade. In a tradition founded on
respect for and imitation of older models, originality is demonstrated not by
a rejection of older works, but by reshaping or giving a new freshness to an
older poet’s plot, imagery or language. This respect for tradition should not
be seen as a straitjacket: admiration for the great models of the past could
be combined with a spirit of rivalry and competitiveness.2 This is particularly
clear when we turn to Roman writers. Their imitation of the Greek masters,
already established as classics, involves a clear and sometimes aggressive
determination to colonize a particular literary territory, to import a new
genre to Roman literature. The same motive is discernible in the eagerness
of Roman writers to identify a Latin equivalent to a Greek author: Varro
probably named Ennius the Latin Homer, and Propertius styles himself the
Roman Callimachus.3

The very notion of a founder implies that there was a time when each
genre was invented, and this was indeed the normal ancient assumption.
Clearly this is often an over-simplification: there was epic poetry long before
Homer, and even the ancients were vague on the origins of some types of
poetry which they knew to be older than the practitioners familiar to them.
Commenting on the question ‘who first composed elegy?’, Horace quips:
‘the schoolmasters are in dispute, and the case is still under scrutiny’ (Art of
Poetry 78). In some cases, particularly later ones, it does seem justifiable to
identify the prime mover. The philosophic prose dialogue is an example:
whether or not it was first invented by Plato, it surely originates in the
Socratic circle. Similarly Theocritus is either the inventor of pastoral or
close in time to that invention. Both these cases, however, also show the
advantages of a more evolutionary approach. These genres did not spring
from nowhere: we can identify some of the ingredients of each in earlier,
related forms, though in each case the authors named contributed some-
thing crucial and transformed the compound. So too with a genre like
elegy, vaguely defined and accommodating poetry of very different subject,
length and tone. In such cases it is better to explore the ways in which the
form develops, and the prominence of different themes at different times,
than to regard it as a rigidly consistent type of verse.

As more genres emerged, both poets and critics began to view them
in relation to one another. We can detect a kind of hierarchy emerging, in
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which some literary forms have greater prestige and their authors are more
highly regarded than others. This hierarchy is neither defined in detail nor
set in stone, but certain assumptions can be deduced from a variety of
ancient texts and still more from practice. An epigram of Martial lists a
series of genres in descending order of merit and difficulty: epic, tragedy,
lyric, satire, elegy, epigram (12.94). Broadly speaking, ‘high’ forms are
those which deal in elevated language with serious subject matter presented
in a consistently dignified way (epic, tragedy, some history); ‘low’ genres
tend in the opposite direction (comedy, epigram, mime). Related opposi-
tions are those between the mythical and the contemporary, and between
public or sacred subject matter and private, personal, more trivial material.
There is also some tendency to look down on shorter works – satire,
epigram, short lyrics like those of Catullus, epistles, pastorals, some elegy.
Longer works, it could be felt, demand greater ambition and more sus-
tained effort. Language is also important: writers were expected to select a
vocabulary and style suited to the type of work they were writing, and the
artificial but magnificent language of epic could be seen as superior to the
conversational and colloquial manner of satire. Horace makes this point
while protesting that his satires cannot be taken seriously as poetry (needless
to say, he has his tongue in his cheek here): as he puts it, if you rearranged
the words of his own poem and disrupted the metre, there would be no
sign that it had been poetry before, whereas the lofty diction of Ennius is
such that, ‘even when he is dismembered, you would still discover the limbs
of a poet’ (Satires 1.4.56–62).

Something more should be said about the relationship of poetry and
prose. Poetry was older and in some ways more prestigious: the poet had
the advantage of elevated and sensuous language, variety of metrical forms,
greater freedom in vocabulary and syntax. But it is a mistake to group all
prose authors together, still more to brand them prosaic. Prose-writing too
called for a highly developed sense of style and decorum: an historian, an
orator, even a philosopher, would write not only to persuade but to move,
arouse, excite and inspire. Formal prose deployed many stylistic devices to
heighten and enrich the information conveyed: figures of speech, many of
them shared with poetry, are the most obvious. Although prose was not
metrical, most writers paid attention to the rhythms and cadences of their
work (oratory was meant to be declaimed, and although silent reading,
contrary to a common assumption, was recognized as usual in antiquity, it
remains true that readers were keenly alert to the auditory effect of a work).4

Not all prose genres would be considered inferior to verse: Dionysius declares
that the power and pathos of Thucydides’ history are such as to outclass
any historians and any poets (On Thucydides 15). Horace the lyricist pays
respectful tribute to Pollio the great historian (Odes ii.1). The philosophic
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myths of Plato or Plutarch, the inspirational opening of the fifth book of
Cicero’s Tusculan Disputations, reach a level of eloquence that rivals the
most sublime passages of Lucretius. Polemic by prose against poetry was
also possible: Seneca the moralist can pour scorn upon the fabulous tales of
the Odyssey: ‘do you ask where Ulysses’ wanderings took him rather than
ensuring that we are not ourselves forever astray?’ (Letters 88.7)

The conception of a hierarchy is important and widespread, but it must
be emphasized that we are not dealing with a fixed rule book, that genre
relationships vary as the different forms develop, and that different opposi-
tions are handled in different ways for polemical purposes. Comedy can
make fun of grandiose tragedy. Satire can represent itself as closer to real life
than bombastic epic (Juvenal 1.1ff.). Plato in his dialogues includes parody
of rhetoric and satirical portraits of its practitioners. Plutarch declares that
biography, with its attention to small-scale detail and personal idiosyncrasy,
can often provide illumination in a way that history cannot (Alexander 1).
Writers in the higher genres generally abstain from comment on lesser
forms (and impersonal genres like epic and tragedy have little room for such
comment in any case); as a result we tend to see more examples of low
authors parodying or sniping at high than the reverse. But the principle
works both ways, and in each case partly serves as a form of self-assertion,
or, better, an indication of what the author and his own style of writing is
capable of. Tacitus in his account of Nero’s reign remarks that a particular
year was of little note, ‘unless one were to take pleasure in filling volumes
with praise of the foundations and timber work on which the emperor piled
the immense amphitheatre on the field of Mars. But we have learnt that it
suits the dignity of the Roman people to reserve history for great achieve-
ments, and to leave such details to the city’s daily register’ (Annals 13.31).
Ranking, like evaluation generally, depends on your point of view. Cicero
disparagingly declared that if he had his lifetime over again, he still would
not consider he had time to waste reading Greek lyric poets (Seneca, Letters
49.5); Julian dismisses the immoral trivialities of the erotic novel (p. 145).
In both cases this is not mere philistinism but says something about the
writers’ own literary and educational priorities. Comments on literature,
ancient and modern, spring from an individual reader and reflect that
person’s priorities. For example, a famous reading list in Quintilian (x.1) is
not intended to be a total picture of ancient literature, but a selection
angled towards the needs of the aspiring orator, and his judgements need to
be weighed with that principle in mind: thus Sappho passes unmentioned,
while apart from the orators Homer, Euripides and Menander get extended
treatment.

Neither the hierarchy nor generic boundaries are absolute. In the
first place, new genres emerge out of and are derived from old, or from
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particular elements of the old (pastoral poetry, for example, had some
precedent in the descriptions of landscape in epic and early lyric). Second,
they complement, influence, interact with each other (e.g. Greek tragedy
in relation to comedy, or history to biography); they take up positions in
relation to one another which shift and develop in response to changing
literary trends and sometimes in reaction to historical constraints (thus
political oratory and poetic invective become tamer under the Roman
Empire). Genres could change and adapt. Callimachus did something entirely
new with elegy in his poem the Aetia; still further potentials in the same
genre were tapped by Gallus. Genres not only influenced one another but
blended, producing a hybrid. Ovid in his Art of Love composed a didactic
poem in the ‘wrong’ metre, elegiac couplets, so parodying and deflating the
lofty didactic aspirations of Lucretius and Virgil. Older critics spoke of
‘mixing’ genres (aetiological elegy; tragic history; epistolary novel); moderns
prefer to use terms like ‘inclusion’, ‘incorporation’, ‘appropriation’; perhaps
even ‘invasion’ may sometimes be suitable. Thus Virgil introduces his friend
and predecessor, the love-elegist Gallus, as the leading character in one of
Virgil’s own pastoral poems: pastoral mounts a kind of takeover bid on
elegiac territory, though the tone is humorous and parodic. Much more
ambitious is the way in which the mature Virgil includes a great range of
non-epic material, themes, characters and ideas from other genres within
the Aeneid. The epic of Roman imperialism is itself a document of generic
colonization.

This kind of generic fluidity, and the frequency with which generic rules
seem to be bent or broken, has persuaded some scholars that the concept
of genre is irrelevant or of limited value. Nothing could be further from
the truth. Classical authors, in both poetry and prose, are always conscious
of what they are writing, and what kind of work it is. It is true that some
forms are more precisely defined than others: sometimes, indeed, a poet
may deliberately choose to write in a stricter mode than the genre requires
(Pindar in his victory odes is perhaps an example). Some genres affected a
loose and anarchic manner: Latin satire comes to mind, but it would be a
mistake to take this affectation of informality too literally. Conventions
varied in importance and evolved over time; if a rule had been breached
once, that too established itself as a precedent (Virgil followed Apollonius in
including a love affair in epic). Both the artists and the critics regularly refer
to generic rules and expectations: the fact that the system was flexible, that
the boundaries could be breached, does not prove that the system did not
exist but rather that the creative writers were constantly engaging with and
stimulated by it. Any reader who wishes to appreciate classical literature
needs to recognize that a system of this kind can offer positive advantages
which total freedom could not.
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III

It is all too easy for a modern reader to forget that every copy of every work
of classical literature had to be produced by hand, whether by the author or
by scribes. Only the invention of the printing press in the fifteenth century
changed this situation. These facts are of central importance for our
understanding of the place of literature in ancient society, its distribution,
and its transmission to modern times. To produce even one copy of a work
involved time and skilled labour. To distribute multiple copies of any work
was a major undertaking. The concept of publication itself is difficult, as the
procedure was a less formal one than it is today. An author would often
begin by reciting extracts, or circulating drafts among close friends for
criticism. Detailed revision might follow, but occasionally works were passed
on and copied, even distributed without the author’s knowledge before
he was ready to pronounce the work ‘finished’.5 Special considerations
arise with particular genres: dramas were composed for performance in the
theatre, speeches for oral delivery. The decision to circulate a written text
might depend on the success or failure of the performed version.

The principal medium in the Greek world, and under Rome until about
the third century AD, was the papyrus roll, on one side of which the text was
written out in a series of columns. The reader had to unwind the roll as he
read, using one hand to hold and roll up again the part he had already seen.
The awkwardness of the unrolling process was considerable; to judge by
surviving examples, some of the papyrus rolls were as much as 10 metres
long. The material was by no means strong, and could easily be damaged.
As a rule writers would use only one side of the roll, as the outside would
be handled and easily smudged or worse. As for the text itself, punctuation
was often absent or minimal. Texts were frequently written without spaces
between words; it was not until the Middle Ages that an effort was made to
systematize word-division, though in some Latin texts around the time
of Augustus there is a step towards it in putting small dots between words.
In texts of plays, not much was done to identify the names of speakers, and
this has led to many problems and doubtful attributions. On papyri of
drama, we can see that a change of speaker was often indicated only by a
dash. Considering how appallingly difficult this must have made the read-
ing and interpretation of texts, it is surprising that more was not done
to improve practice; but often, we may suspect, a quick cheap job was
preferred to an expensive de luxe copy.

There are many unanswerable questions related to the production and
use of books in the ancient world. We know much less than we would like
about levels of literacy, the degree to which different types of text were used
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in education, the relative importance of public performance and private
reading, the development of the book trade, the growth of libraries, and
other equally important topics. The nature of our evidence varies according
to time and place, and often we do not know whether an anecdote or a
particular datum is typical or extraordinary. It is clear that in both Greece
and Rome the poets were used as study texts in schools, and at any rate by
the late fifth century in Athens there was an active book trade. Books
certainly existed in private hands: a character in Xenophon owns a complete
text of Homer.6 Much poetry was learned by heart; prose authors may have
depended more on the written word and on readers. Heraclitus is said to
have dedicated his philosophical work in the temple of Artemis at Ephesus,
perhaps to ensure its preservation. Herodotus allegedly gave recitations, but
it is less easy to imagine audiences listening avidly to Thucydides’ complex
speeches and analyses. By the latter part of the fifth century books were
becoming more common, although associated with intellectuals and other
eccentrics. (‘Either a book or Prodicus has corrupted the man’, remarks a
character in Aristophanes.) In earlier periods, it is often maintained, per-
formance was primary and readers rare or non-existent. This may be true,
although it is usually taken far too much for granted. We can accept that
oral performance, whether to small or large audiences, may have been the
norm without denying that writers would also have been concerned that
their work should be preserved in writing and continued to be read. The
lyric poets hope that their works and their subjects will outlive them: Theognis
includes his own name as a ‘seal’ to guarantee to later readers that this is his
authentic work. We can also argue from the knowledge of these writers in
later times. The scholars of Alexandria were able to assemble most of the
oeuvre of Sappho and Alcaeus, Aeschylus and Sophocles. Sappho’s work
alone occupied nine books, the first of which included 330 stanzas. These
texts could not have survived so long had they not been treated as import-
ant in themselves, independent of performance.

Evidence is more abundant in Hellenistic and Roman times: in particular,
the letters of Cicero give us many insights into the writer’s life and the
process of publication (his friend Atticus regularly organized the copying
and distribution of Cicero’s numerous works). Cicero had a considerable
library of his own, and also borrowed extensively from those of others. The
first public library in Rome was established by Asinius Pollio (39 BC),
and others, including one founded by Augustus, soon followed.7 Writers
became more self-conscious about their books as artefacts: Catullus and
others dwell on the physical appearance of the finished product. A fine book
could be a luxury object, a book of love poetry should itself be sleek and
seductive; by contrast, the despised output of the poet’s enemy is suited
only to be wrapping for cheap mackerel.8
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Turning to the problems of transmission, we must again remember the
crucial fact that each copy is hand-produced, not a replica but a new
version. The major writers of antiquity do not survive in versions from their
own hands. In all cases we are dealing with a tradition that transmits
the ancient text through many stages of recopying, and often by several
different routes. We may draw the analogy of a family tree that begins from
a single ancestor, the original authorial text. First let us assume that there
are three copies made, but these are then split up, sent off to different
places, and subsequently more copies are made from each. Fresh mistakes
will be introduced at each stage, and if these manuscripts are never brought
together again they cannot be rechecked against one another. The family
analogy works, in that each separate branch of the tradition will tend to
multiply, though of course one of the manuscripts might get destroyed and
a branch of the family might die out. Or it might be partially destroyed, and
only the surviving part could be copied in that particular line of descent
(here the family-tree analogy breaks down). If this happens at an early
enough stage then all subsequent copies may be deficient. Thus we have
lost substantial parts of Tacitus’ Annals and Histories.

A huge amount of ancient literature has been lost. It is quite rare for us
to possess the complete works of an author: Plato, Virgil, Horace, are
among the few major examples. More often we have only a small portion of
a writer’s work: seven complete plays by Sophocles from a total of over a
hundred. The reasons for loss over the centuries are various: not only fire,
flood and other accidents, but deliberate selection, changes of fashion which
caused certain authors to fall out of favour, inertia, limited resources
(papyrus and parchment were expensive) and occasionally bowdlerization.
Canonization of the great authors has its negative aspect: those excluded
from the central core of classics will tend to disappear. Some authors were
found too difficult: the more straightforward Euripides was read more often
in schools than Aeschylus. Others were too long for comfort. The critic
Dionysius lists a number of Greek historians whom (he says) no one has
ever read through to the end: Polybius is among them, and it is true that
only the first six books, out of 40, survive complete. Livy was already
available in an abridged version by the time of Martial, less than a century
after the historian’s death. Abridgements of the Reader’s Digest variety
became common; popular also were anthologies, often concentrating on
morally uplifting passages. Another contributing factor was technological,
in the change (itself highly beneficial) from roll to codex: that is, from the
use of a lengthy papyrus roll as described above to a bound volume of
sheets, glued together within a protective binding, something much more
like our ‘book’. This format is first attested in the first century AD and the
shift from one format to the other seems to have substantially taken place
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during the third and fourth centuries. It is likely that not all works found in
papyrus would have been thought worth transcribing laboriously into this
new format.9 The rise of Christianity, with its ambiguous attitude to ‘pagan’
writings, must have played an important part: scribes concentrated on tran-
scribing Scripture and sermons rather than texts containing false mythology
or misguided philosophy. But more important than any of these causes
were the political unrest and destructive wars which marked the end of
the Roman Empire in the West and the beginning of medieval Europe.
Literature and scholarship fell into abeyance, learned readers were fewer,
new books were not being produced, and, more damagingly, old books
were not being re-copied. Even if wanton destruction was not as widespread
as has sometimes been supposed, neglect could be just as damaging.

Political changes have cultural consequences. A cultural gulf widened
between East and West. The Empire had been divided administratively since
Diocletian (AD 293), and linguistic separation followed. By the fourth cen-
tury few Latin writers knew Greek. Although Neoplatonic teachings were so
important to Augustine, in his formative years he could hardly read Plato or
Plotinus in the original. By 700 Greek was virtually unknown in the West.
It was hundreds of years before detailed knowledge of Greek language and
literature returned to Europe, and in the meantime much was lost, for
instance in the sack of Constantinople by the Crusaders (1204). Callimachus’
Hecale was probably one of the many casualties of Christian zeal (lost when
the Crusaders took Athens).10 Some authors were sufficiently well known
and continuously used for their future never to be in doubt. The tradition
of Virgil is one of the strongest, and he is fully preserved in several fine
manuscripts which go back as far as the fifth and sixth centuries. Few were
so fortunate.

The gradual disappearance of so much classical literature is partly com-
pensated for by the excitement of gradual rediscovery, first in the period of
Charlemagne (c.800) and later in the Renaissance. Many texts survived in
monasteries or other refuges, and were eventually identified. Others are
known to have existed surprisingly late, but eventually perished. A complete
text of Ennius’ Annals, the first great epic of Latin literature, may have been
extant as late as the fifth century AD.11 There were narrow escapes and
miraculous strokes of good fortune: the process by which the Renaissance
recovered the classics is a memorable story, a tale of survival against great
odds. In each phase of revival fresh texts were found and copied, but some
came through by the skin of their teeth. Parts of Aeschylus, almost all of
Catullus, the Tiberian books of Tacitus (Annals 1–6), are among the treas-
ures preserved only through the survival of a single manuscript. The delight
and excitement of recovery can still be felt in the writings of the scholars
chiefly involved, as in the triumphant epigram added to the text of Catullus
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by an Italian notary, celebrating the survival of the unique manuscript of the
poet, unknown for over three centuries (c.1320).12 Pleasure is mingled with
touching disillusionment in Petrarch’s famous ‘letter’ to Cicero, in which he
expresses his amazement at what he has found in the orator’s Letters to
Atticus: we see him coming to terms with the realization that his idol has, if
not feet of clay, at any rate human weaknesses.13

Once found, a text had to be deciphered, copied, explained. Interpreta-
tion of classical texts has traditionally been done in the form of an edition
with commentary (often longer than the text and full of tangentially inter-
esting information). Older editions tended to concentrate almost exclusively
on linguistic phenomena, identification of historical or mythological ref-
erences, and above all exegesis and correction (‘emendation’) of the text.
Over the last few centuries editorial technique has become more systematic:
our texts of the central authors have been greatly improved, by comparison
of different manuscripts, through a better understanding of language,
dialect and metre, and by the insight of particularly gifted critics. The
importance of textual criticism is unquestionable, though sometimes
exaggerated: the followers of A. E. Housman, admittedly a master of his
craft whom few could equal, have sometimes almost deified their hero. A
more ambitious conception of classical scholarship was propounded and
practised by the great German classicist Wilamowitz, a towering figure of
immense influence, who urged that all departments of knowledge (lin-
guistic, historical, religious, philosophical, archaeological . . . ) should combine
in order to illuminate an author or a text or a period – a kind of total
ancient history. Modern studies have gone still further in an effort to bridge
disciplines: anthropology, ethnography, psychology, discourse analysis, even
determinist biology are among the approaches which have been applied, not
to mention the endless varieties of structuralism. Commentaries on texts are
still written, but more numerous now are monographs on authors or on
broader synthesizing topics. In 1902 Gilbert Murray declared that Euripides
was more in need of interpretation than of emendation, and this has been
the keynote of the century since then; but scholars with exact linguistic
knowledge are still needed, to edit new texts and improve old.

New texts do in fact come to light, though this may surprise those who
assume that classicists continue to chew the same old cud forever. The sands
of Egypt, where the absence of rain makes it possible for written documents
to survive for centuries, have yielded up many treasures in fragmentary
form, most of them far older than the manuscripts we now have for the
main authors. For over a century scholars have been publishing the massive
hoard of papyri dug up by the pioneers at Oxyrhynchus and elsewhere.
There have been many cases where these papyri have provided earlier
versions of texts we have, and enabled scholars to improve on the versions
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which the manuscript tradition gave us. More excitingly, there have been
many discoveries of new texts: lyrics by Sappho and Alcaeus, invectives by
Archilochus, poems by Pindar and his contemporary Bacchylides, Aristotle’s
analysis of the Constitution of Athens, significant parts of lost plays by
Sophocles and Euripides and still more substantial portions of Menander’s
comedies, have been among the new finds. Study of the Hellenistic age has
been transformed: we now know much more about both Callimachus and
his context. Roman literature has benefited less from these discoveries, but
the poet Cornelius Gallus, founder of Latin erotic elegy and friend of Virgil,
has become more than a great name, with the publication of the papyrus of
a few lines of his elegies in 1979:14 this is the earliest known Latin papyrus,
not later than AD 25, perhaps from the reign of Augustus himself. Since
Gallus died in 27 BC, this brings us excitingly close to the poet’s own copy.
Sometimes these discoveries confirm old guesses; as often they refute them.
Above all they open new perspectives, raise new questions. I shall often have
reason to quote some of these new finds in the pages which follow.

Finally, something should be said about the terminology of ‘book’ and
‘fragment’. Readers are often puzzled to find references to ‘the sixth book of
the Aeneid’ and the like. A book in ancient times is normally much shorter
than an average modern book. Essentially this is because of the original
format, the papyrus roll. The longer the roll, the more unwieldy it becomes.
Lengths vary in different periods, but a ‘book’ of verse is often not longer
than 1,000 lines and almost never as high as 2,000. (All of Virgil’s books
are less than 1,000 lines). Similar considerations apply in prose: Plato’s
Republic is divided into 10 books (i.e. rolls), Herodotus’ History into nine,
but we might think of these as more like long chapters. Once the codex was
introduced, several books might be combined into one volume, and we are
a step or two closer to the modern format. Practical considerations of
length, however, are not the whole story: the variation in length is quite
considerable, and aesthetic concerns evidently enter into play. Each book of
Lucretius’ poem begins with an impressive prologue, making a fresh start
and heralding the themes of a new phase in the argument: he is not simply
continuing from where he left off. The Augustan poets in particular clearly
plan the arrangement of their books very carefully, cultivating effects of
variety and significant juxtaposition (as in Virgil’s Eclogues and Horace’s
Odes). On the larger scale, groupings of books could provide a structuring
principle in a very lengthy work. Livy seems to have planned his History in
terms of ‘pentads’ (5-book sections) and ‘decades’ (10 books); Augustine
took pains to ensure that the City of God was bound up in codices in such
a way as to make the structure of the argument as clear as possible.15

As for ‘fragment’, this term arises from the losses of much ancient literat-
ure already described. Providence has not been kind enough to ensure that


